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Would you set off to hike Mount Diablo without a plan? You might encounter a closed trail – or 
it could be an extremely foggy day – making your hike far more dangerous. 
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Planning for your financial future is similar – it’s not something advised to do without some 
research and guidance. 
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Life is a series of transitions – transitions that we can sometimes plan ahead for, while others 
can catch you off guard. We want to be there to guide you – it’s a trail we’ve covered countless 
times, so we have a good idea of what could happen and how to help get you back on track if 
you go off course. 
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As an an independent local investment practice, Apex Securities and Asset Management offers 
more of a small‐town feel. There’s always someone here to answer the phone and you’re 
always welcome to stop by to chat and enjoy a cup of coffee. 
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Effective planning starts with a deep understanding of your financial history, where you are 
now as well as where you’d like to be heading. Mapping that journey with you‐ and helping you 
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navigate it is what we do best. Our mission is to empower you to make smart financial 
decisions, big or small, simple or complex, that have a real and lasting impact on your life and 
those you care most about. 
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Your money has meaning. Our experience has taught us managing your wealth isn’t about 

maximizing your money. It’s about maximizing its value. LifeSync℠ is our advice and planning 

experience that helps you align your financial priorities with your values and help make the 

right decisions at the right moments, no matter where in life those moments or transitions 

happen. 
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We work with a variety of clients – from people just starting out with building their wealth plan 
to retirees to widows navigating a whole new world. 

Remember, your life path is a series of transitions – let Apex be your guide. We can help get 
you to your destination. 

Apex Securities and Asset Management, LLC 
Apexsecurties.net 

Apex Securities and Asset Management, LLC 
8660 Brentwood Boulevard, Suite G 
Brentwood, CA 94513 
925.516.2739 

Investment products and services are offered through Wells Fargo Advisors Financial 
Network, LLC (WFAFN), Member SIPC. Apex Securities and Asset Management is a separate 
entity from WFAFN. 

Certified Financial Planner Board of Standards, Inc. owns the CFP®, CERTIFIED FINANCIAL 
PLANNER™, and the federally registered CFP® (with flame design) logo in the U.S., which it 
awards to individuals who successfully complete CFP Board’s initial and ongoing certification 
requirements. 
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